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Real-time process historians are excellent tools collect data for trending and performance 

analysis. Here are few things to consider when selecting. 
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Key items to consider about data storage:  

 
1. Does the historian save real values or does 

it put the data back together when it is 

called? 

2. Does the historian use compression? 

3. Does the historian have an easy configura-

tion tool to add tags into storage? 

4. You have to measure the historian per-

formance through testing. A trial will only 

showcase the user tool.  

5. Make sure your historian uses OPC-DA 

connectors to data and OPC-HDA connec-

tors to trending and reporting tools? 

Partial List of User tools for  

OPC-HDA compliant Historians: 
 

 TrakSYS™ Real-time performance system  

 Incuity EMI Incuity EMI is a manufacturing intelligence 

portal.  

 TrendLink Easy and Intuitive the Canary Labs trending 

package  

 Canary InfoLink Web based trending, graphics and re-

ports by Canary Labs. 

 Trend Web by Canary Labs 

 Trend Reporter by Canary Labs 

 TrendCalc by Canary Labs 

 XL Reporter  SyTech’s Excel™ based reporting 

 TrendWorX™  Iconics’ graphical trending package 

 Pocket TrendWorX™  Iconics’ graphical trending pack-

age for mobile devices. 

 PortalWorX™  by Iconics  

 ReportWorX™ by Iconics 

 MatrikonOPC Trender 

 Alarm Management System™ LogMate™ from TiPS 

Incorporated.  

 Oxalis: Trend tool from Bee Computing – also available 

as free download 

 Status Vision Designer® from Mobiform Software Inc. 

 ExperTune® Loop tuning software  

 SAP xMII manufacturing intelligence solution 

 Sapphire Trend by Jemmac Software  

 DataPARC trending and reporting by Capstone Tech-

nology Corporation 

 CitectSCADA Reports by Citect 

 OPCWareXL Excel™ reporting by OPCWare. 

 Dream Report by Ocean Data Systems 

Process Historians connect to real-time data systems, store 

data, and make it available to report software tools.  
Why Demand OPC compliant 

historians? 


